
Geant4 Tutorial

SciNeGHE – Trieste 2010

An hands-on course based on Geant4 with emphasis on high 
energy astroparticle physics. 

Lectures will cover all aspects of Geant4 from basic Lectures will cover all aspects of Geant4 from basic 
installation through advanced topics and will be interspersed 
with examples that build a progressively more complex 
application.application.

The course should be of interest both to complete novices 
and to those who already have some basic familiarity with 
G t4  P ti i t   t d t  h   bl  Geant4. Participants are expected to have a reasonable 
knowledge of C++.

Based on Lectures by the G4 collaboration
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Generate primary eventGenerate primary event
Derive your concrete class from Derive your concrete class from G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorActionG4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction abstract abstract 

base class.base class.

Pass a G4Event object to one or more primary generator concrete class objects Pass a G4Event object to one or more primary generator concrete class objects 

which generate primary vertices and primary particles.which generate primary vertices and primary particles.

Geant4 provides several generators in addition to the Geant4 provides several generators in addition to the 

G4VPrimaryParticlegenerator base class.G4VPrimaryParticlegenerator base class.

G4ParticleGunG4ParticleGunG4ParticleGunG4ParticleGun

G4GeneralParticleSourceG4GeneralParticleSource

Define radioactivityDefine radioactivity
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Lecture Lecture –– 33

Particle GenerationParticle GenerationParticle Generation Particle Generation 
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G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorActionG4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
Primary vertex and primary particlePrimary vertex and primary particle
BuiltBuilt--in primary particle generatorsin primary particle generators

Particle Particle gungun
General particleGeneral particle sourcesourceGeneral particle General particle sourcesource
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Primary particle generationPrimary particle generationy p gy p g



G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorActionG4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
This class is one of mandatory user classes to This class is one of mandatory user classes to control the generationcontrol the generation of of 
primaries.primaries.

This class itself This class itself should NOTshould NOT generate primaries but generate primaries but invokeinvokeg pg p
GeneratePrimaryVertex()GeneratePrimaryVertex() method of primary generator(s) to make method of primary generator(s) to make 
primaries.primaries.

ConstructorConstructorConstructorConstructor

Instantiate primary generator(s)Instantiate primary generator(s)

Set default values to it(them)Set default values to it(them)

GeneratePrimariesGeneratePrimaries() method() method

Randomize particleRandomize particle--byby--particle value(s)particle value(s)

Set these values to primary generator(s)Set these values to primary generator(s)

Never use hardNever use hard--coded UI commandscoded UI commands

InvokeInvoke GeneratePrimaryVertex()GeneratePrimaryVertex() method of primary generator(s)method of primary generator(s)
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Primary vertex Primary vertex 
d i ti ld i ti land primary particleand primary particle



Primary vertices and particlesPrimary vertices and particles
Primary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance toPrimary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance toPrimary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance to Primary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance to 

processing an event.processing an event.

G4PrimaryVertexG4PrimaryVertex and and G4PrimaryParticleG4PrimaryParticle classesclasses

These classes donThese classes don’’t have any dependency to G4ParticleDefinition nor t have any dependency to G4ParticleDefinition nor 

G4Track.G4Track.

Capability of bookkeeping decay chainsCapability of bookkeeping decay chains

Primary particles Primary particles may notmay not necessarily be particles which can be tracked necessarily be particles which can be tracked 

by Geant4.by Geant4.by Geant4.by Geant4.

Geant4 provides some concrete implementations of Geant4 provides some concrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGeneratorG4VPrimaryGenerator..

G4ParticleGunG4ParticleGun

G4GeneralParticleSourceG4GeneralParticleSource
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BuiltBuilt--in primary particle in primary particle 
ttgeneratorsgenerators



G4ParticleGunG4ParticleGun
Concrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGeneratorConcrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGeneratorConcrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGeneratorConcrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGenerator

A good example for experimentA good example for experiment--specific primary generator implementationspecific primary generator implementation
It shoots one primary particle of a certain energy from a certain point at a certain It shoots one primary particle of a certain energy from a certain point at a certain 
time to a certain direction.time to a certain direction.

Various set methods are availableVarious set methods are available
Intercoms commands are also available for setting initial valuesIntercoms commands are also available for setting initial values

One of most frequently asked questions is :One of most frequently asked questions is :

I want I want ““particle shotgunparticle shotgun””, , ““particle machinegunparticle machinegun””, etc.  , etc.  

Instead of implementing such a fancy weapon, in your implementation of Instead of implementing such a fancy weapon, in your implementation of 
UserPrimaryGeneratorAction you canUserPrimaryGeneratorAction you canUserPrimaryGeneratorAction, you canUserPrimaryGeneratorAction, you can

Shoot random numbers in arbitrary distributionShoot random numbers in arbitrary distribution

Use set methods of G4ParticleGunUse set methods of G4ParticleGun

Use G4ParticleGun as many times as you wantUse G4ParticleGun as many times as you want

Use any other primary generators as many times as you want to make Use any other primary generators as many times as you want to make 
overlapping eventsoverlapping events
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G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorActionG4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::

GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)
{ G4ParticleDefinition* particle;{ G4ParticleDefinition* particle;
G4int i = (int)(5.*G4UniformRand());G4int i = (int)(5.*G4UniformRand());
switch(i)switch(i)
{ case 0: particle = positron; break; ... }{ case 0: particle = positron; break; ... }
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleDefinition(particle);>SetParticleDefinition(particle);
G4double pp =G4double pp =G4double pp G4double pp 
momentum+(G4UniformRand()momentum+(G4UniformRand()--0.5)*sigmaMomentum;0.5)*sigmaMomentum;

G4double mass = particleG4double mass = particle-->GetPDGMass();>GetPDGMass();
G4double Ekin = sqrt(pp*pp+mass*mass)G4double Ekin = sqrt(pp*pp+mass*mass)--mass;mass;

( )( )particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleEnergy(Ekin);>SetParticleEnergy(Ekin);
G4double angle = (G4UniformRand()G4double angle = (G4UniformRand()--0.5)*sigmaAngle;0.5)*sigmaAngle;
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleMomentumDirection>SetParticleMomentumDirection

(G4ThreeVector(sin(angle),0.,cos(angle)));(G4ThreeVector(sin(angle),0.,cos(angle)));( ( ( g ), , ( g )));( ( ( g ), , ( g )));
particleGunparticleGun-->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);>GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);

}}

You can repeat this for generating more than one primary particlesYou can repeat this for generating more than one primary particles
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G4GeneralParticleSourceG4GeneralParticleSource

A concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGeneratorA concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGenerator
Suitable especially to space applicationsSuitable especially to space applications

MyPrimaryGeneratorActionMyPrimaryGeneratorAction::::

MyPrimaryGeneratorActionMyPrimaryGeneratorAction()()

{ { generator = new G4GeneralParticleSource;generator = new G4GeneralParticleSource; }}

void void MyPrimaryGeneratorActionMyPrimaryGeneratorAction::::

GeneratePrimariesGeneratePrimaries(G4Event* (G4Event* anEventanEvent))(( ))

{ { generatorgenerator-->>GeneratePrimaryVertexGeneratePrimaryVertex((anEventanEvent); ); }}

Detailed descriptionDetailed description
http://reat.space.qinetiq.com/gps/http://reat.space.qinetiq.com/gps/
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G4GeneralParticleSourceG4GeneralParticleSourceSquare plane, cosine-law direction, linear energy 
Spherical surface, isotropic radiation, black-body energy Cylindrical surface, cosine-law radiation, Cosmic diffuse energy Spherical volume with z biasing, isotropic radiation with theta 

Primary vertex can be randomly chosen on the surface of a certain volume.Primary vertex can be randomly chosen on the surface of a certain volume.

Momentum direction and kinetic energy of the primary particle can also be Momentum direction and kinetic energy of the primary particle can also be 

and phi biasing, integral arbitrary point-wise energy distribution 
with linear interpolation. 

randomized.randomized.

Distribution could be set by UI commands.Distribution could be set by UI commands.

C f ( )C f ( )Capability of event biasing (variance reduction).Capability of event biasing (variance reduction).

By enhancing particle type, distribution of vertex point, energy and/or By enhancing particle type, distribution of vertex point, energy and/or 

directiondirectiondirectiondirection
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Primary vertices and primary particlesPrimary vertices and primary particles

Primary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance to Primary vertices and primary particles are stored in G4Event in advance to 

processing an event.processing an event.

G4PrimaryVertexG4PrimaryVertex andand G4PrimaryParticleG4PrimaryParticle classesclassesG4PrimaryVertexG4PrimaryVertex and and G4PrimaryParticleG4PrimaryParticle classesclasses

These classes donThese classes don’’t have any dependency to G4ParticleDefinition nor G4Track.t have any dependency to G4ParticleDefinition nor G4Track.

They will become They will become ““primary tracksprimary tracks”” only at Beginonly at Begin--ofof--Event phase and put into a Event phase and put into a ““stackstack””

MyPrimaryGenerator
(G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction)

C t d i d
MyParticleGun

(G4VPrimaryGenerator)Computes desired 
primary properties

(G4VPrimaryGenerator) 

Vertices and 
Primary particles 

t d

G4Event

P i i d
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are created Primaries are stored 
for later tracking



G4ParticleGunG4ParticleGun
Concrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGeneratorConcrete implementations of G4VPrimaryGenerator

A good example for experimentA good example for experiment--specific primary generator implementationspecific primary generator implementation

It shoots It shoots one primary particleone primary particle of a of a certain energycertain energy from a from a certain pointcertain point at a at a 
certain timecertain time to ato a certain directioncertain directioncertain timecertain time to a to a certain directioncertain direction..

Various C++ set methods are availableVarious C++ set methods are available

Intercoms commands are also available for setting initial valuesIntercoms commands are also available for setting initial values

/gun/List/gun/List List available particlesList available particles
/gun/particle/gun/particle Set particle to be generatedSet particle to be generated
/gun/direction/gun/direction Set momentum directionSet momentum direction
/gun/energy/gun/energy Set kinetic energySet kinetic energyg gyg gy gygy
/gun/momentum/gun/momentum Set momentumSet momentum
/gun/momentumAmp/gun/momentumAmp Set absolute value of momentumSet absolute value of momentum
/gun/position/gun/position Set starting position of the particleSet starting position of the particle
/gun/time/gun/time Set initial time of the particleSet initial time of the particle/gun/time/gun/time Set initial time of the particleSet initial time of the particle
/gun/polarization/gun/polarization Set polarizationSet polarization
/gun/number/gun/number Set number of particles to be generated Set number of particles to be generated 

(per event)(per event)
/ /i/ /i S t ti f i t b t dS t ti f i t b t d
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/gun/ion/gun/ion Set properties of ion to be generatedSet properties of ion to be generated
[usage] /gun/ion Z A Q[usage] /gun/ion Z A Q



Complex sources with G4ParticleGun (1)Complex sources with G4ParticleGun (1)

G4ParticleGun is G4ParticleGun is basicbasic, but it can be used , but it can be used 
from inside UserPrimaryGeneratorAction to from inside UserPrimaryGeneratorAction to 
modelmodel complex sourcecomplex source types / distributions:types / distributions:model model complex sourcecomplex source types / distributions:types / distributions:

Generate the desired distributions (by shooting Generate the desired distributions (by shooting 
random numbers)random numbers)))

Use (C++) set methods of G4ParticleGunUse (C++) set methods of G4ParticleGun

Use G4ParticleGun as many times as you wantUse G4ParticleGun as many times as you want

Use any other primary generators as many Use any other primary generators as many 
times as you want to make overlapping eventstimes as you want to make overlapping events
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Complex sources with G4ParticleGun (2)Complex sources with G4ParticleGun (2)
Example of user PrimaryGeneratorAction using G4ParticleGunExample of user PrimaryGeneratorAction using G4ParticleGun

void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent){ void T01PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent){ 
G4ParticleDefinition* particle;G4ParticleDefinition* particle;
G4int i = (int)(5.*G4UniformRand());G4int i = (int)(5.*G4UniformRand());
switch(i){ switch(i){ 

case 0: case 0: 
particle = positron;particle = positron;
break;break;

case 1:case 1:
... ... 

}}
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleDefinition(particle);>SetParticleDefinition(particle);

G4double pp =G4double pp =
momentum+(G4UniformRand()momentum+(G4UniformRand()--0 5)*sigmaMomentum;0 5)*sigmaMomentum;momentum+(G4UniformRand()momentum+(G4UniformRand() 0.5) sigmaMomentum;0.5) sigmaMomentum;

G4double mass = particleG4double mass = particle-->GetPDGMass();>GetPDGMass();
G4double Ekin = sqrt(pp*pp+mass*mass)G4double Ekin = sqrt(pp*pp+mass*mass)--mass;mass;
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleEnergy(Ekin);>SetParticleEnergy(Ekin);

G4double angle = (G4UniformRand()G4double angle = (G4UniformRand()--0.5)*sigmaAngle;0.5)*sigmaAngle;
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleMomentumDirection>SetParticleMomentumDirection

(G4ThreeVector(sin(angle),0.,cos(angle)));(G4ThreeVector(sin(angle),0.,cos(angle)));

particleGunparticleGun-->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);>GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
}}
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G4GeneralParticleSource (GPS)G4GeneralParticleSource (GPS)

An advanced concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGeneratorAn advanced concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGenerator

Offers as Offers as prepre--defineddefined many common (and not so common) optionsmany common (and not so common) options

Position angular and energy distributionsPosition angular and energy distributionsPosition, angular and energy distributionsPosition, angular and energy distributions

Multiple sources, Multiple sources, with user defined relative intensitywith user defined relative intensity

Capability of event biasing (Capability of event biasing (variance reductionvariance reduction).).

All features can be used via C++ or All features can be used via C++ or command linecommand line ((or macroor macro)) UIUI
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What is GPS?What is GPS?

The General Particle Source (GPS) offers as The General Particle Source (GPS) offers as prepre--defined defined 
many common options for particle generation many common options for particle generation y p p gy p p g
(energy, angular and spatial distributions)(energy, angular and spatial distributions)

GPS is a GPS is a concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGenerator (as concrete implementation of G4VPrimaryGenerator (as 
G4ParticleGun but more advanced) G4ParticleGun but more advanced) ))
G4 class name: G4GeneralParticleSource (in the event category)G4 class name: G4GeneralParticleSource (in the event category)

User cases: space radiation environment, medical physics, User cases: space radiation environment, medical physics, 
accelerator (fixed target)accelerator (fixed target)( g )( g )

First development (2000) University of Southampton (ESA contract), First development (2000) University of Southampton (ESA contract), 
maintained and upgraded now mainly by QinetiQ and ESAmaintained and upgraded now mainly by QinetiQ and ESA

Extensive upExtensive up--toto--date documentation at date documentation at 
http://reat.space.qinetiq.com/gpshttp://reat.space.qinetiq.com/gps
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Summary of GPS featuresSummary of GPS features

Primary vertex can be Primary vertex can be randomly positionedrandomly positioned with with several several optionsoptions

Emission from pEmission from point, oint, pplanelane,…,…

Angular emissionAngular emission

Several distributions; Several distributions; isotropic, cosineisotropic, cosine--lalaw, focused, …w, focused, …

With some additional parameters (min/maxWith some additional parameters (min/max--theta, min/maxtheta, min/max--phi,…)phi,…)With some additional parameters (min/maxWith some additional parameters (min/max theta, min/maxtheta, min/max phi,…)phi,…)

Kinetic energyKinetic energy of the primary particle can also be randomized.of the primary particle can also be randomized.

Common options (e.g. Common options (e.g. monomono--energetic, powerenergetic, power--lawlaw), some extra shapes (e.g. ), some extra shapes (e.g. 

blackblack bodybody) or user defined) or user definedblackblack--bodybody) or user defined) or user defined

Multiple sourcesMultiple sources

With user defined relative intensityWith user defined relative intensity

Capability of event biasing (Capability of event biasing (variance reductionvariance reduction).).

By enhancing particle type, distribution of vertex point, energy and/or directionBy enhancing particle type, distribution of vertex point, energy and/or direction
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GPS vs G4ParticleGunGPS vs G4ParticleGun

User messenger (UI)

MyPrimaryGenerator
(G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction)

C t d i d

G4ParticleGun
(G4VPrimaryGenerator)

V ti d
G4EventComputes desired 

primary properties
Vertices and 

Primary particles 
are created

G4Event

Primaries are stored 
for later tracking

MyPrimaryGenerator
(G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction)

G4GeneralParticleSource
(G4VPrimaryGenerator)

Computes desired 
primary properties

G4Event
primary properties

Creates vertices and 
primary particles

Primaries are stored 
for later tracking
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UserPrimaryGeneratorAction classUserPrimaryGeneratorAction class

Can be extremely simple:Can be extremely simple:

MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::MyPrimaryGeneratorAction() {MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::MyPrimaryGeneratorAction() {
m particleGun = new m particleGun = new G4GeneralParticleSourceG4GeneralParticleSource();();_p_p ()()

}}

MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::~MyPrimaryGeneratorAction() {MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::~MyPrimaryGeneratorAction() {
delete m_particleGun;delete m_particleGun;

}}

void MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent) {void MyPrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent) {
m_particleGunm_particleGun-->>GeneratePrimaryVertexGeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);(anEvent);

}}

All user instructions given via macro UI commandsAll user instructions given via macro UI commands
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GPS control: scripting UIGPS control: scripting UI
All features can be used via C++ or All features can be used via C++ or command line (or macro) UIcommand line (or macro) UI

Example of isotropic emission in UserPrimaryGenerator C++ code:Example of isotropic emission in UserPrimaryGenerator C++ code:
examples/advanced/human_phantom/src/G4HumanPhantomPrimaryGeneratorAction.ccexamples/advanced/human_phantom/src/G4HumanPhantomPrimaryGeneratorAction.cc

G4double a,b,c;G4double a,b,c;
G4double n;G4double n;
do {do {

a = (G4UniformRand()a = (G4UniformRand()--0.5)/0.5;0.5)/0.5;a  (G4UniformRand()a  (G4UniformRand() 0.5)/0.5;0.5)/0.5;
b = (G4UniformRand()b = (G4UniformRand()--0.5)/0.5;0.5)/0.5;
c = (G4UniformRand()c = (G4UniformRand()--0.5)/0.5;0.5)/0.5;
n = a*a+b*b+c*c;n = a*a+b*b+c*c;

} while (n > 1 || n == 0.0);} while (n > 1 || n == 0.0);
n = std::sqrt(n);n = std::sqrt(n);
a /= n;a /= n;
b /= n;b /= n;
c /= n;c /= n;
G4ThreeVector direction(a,b,c);G4ThreeVector direction(a,b,c);
particleGunparticleGun-->SetParticleMomentumDirection(direction);>SetParticleMomentumDirection(direction);

Equivalent GPS (script)Equivalent GPS (script)
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Position distributionsPosition distributions /gps/pos/…/gps/pos/…

PointPoint
E.g.E.g. /gps/pos//gps/pos/type Pointtype Point

/gps//gps/pos/pos/centre 0. 0. 0. cmcentre 0. 0. 0. cm

BeamBeam
E.g.E.g. /gps/pos//gps/pos/type Beamtype Beam

/gps/pos/shape Circle /gps/pos/shape Circle 
/gps/pos/radius 1. mm/gps/pos/radius 1. mmgp pgp p
/gps/pos/sigma_r 2. mm/gps/pos/sigma_r 2. mm

Plane Plane 
Shape: Circle, Annulus, Ellipsoid, Square or RectangleShape: Circle, Annulus, Ellipsoid, Square or Rectangle

E.g.E.g. /gps/pos//gps/pos/type Planetype Plane
/gps/pos/shape /gps/pos/shape RectangleRectangle
/gps/pos//gps/pos/halfx 50 cmhalfx 50 cm
/gps/pos//gps/pos/halfy 70 cmhalfy 70 cm

Surface or Volume Surface or Volume 
Shape: Sphere, Ellipsoid, Cylinder or ParaShape: Sphere, Ellipsoid, Cylinder or Para
Surface: zenith automatically oriented as normal to surface at pointSurface: zenith automatically oriented as normal to surface at point

E.g.E.g. /gps/pos//gps/pos/type Surfacetype Surface
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E.g.E.g. /gps/pos//gps/pos/type Surfacetype Surface

/gps/pos/shape /gps/pos/shape SphereSphere
/gps/pos/radius 1. m/gps/pos/radius 1. m



Position distributionsPosition distributions
/gps/pos/…  /gps/pos/…  (2)(2)

Some shared UI commandsSome shared UI commands

/gps/pos//gps/pos/centrecentre
/gps/pos//gps/pos/halfx | y | zhalfx | y | z
/gps/pos//gps/pos/radiusradius
/gps/pos//gps/pos/inner_radiusinner_radius
/gps/pos//gps/pos/sigmarsigmar
/gps/pos//gps/pos/sigmax | ysigmax | y
/gps/pos//gps/pos/rot1rot1/gps/pos//gps/pos/rot1rot1
/gps/pos//gps/pos/rot2rot2

Wh i i V l t li it th i i f ithiWh i i V l t li it th i i f ithiWhen usinig Volume type, one can limit the emission from within When usinig Volume type, one can limit the emission from within 
a certain volume in the a certain volume in the “mass” geometry“mass” geometry

/gps/pos//gps/pos/confineconfine your_physical_volume_nameyour_physical_volume_name

Giovanni Santin  - General 
Particle Source (GPS)  -
Ecole Geant4 2008, Annecy 25



Angular distributions Angular distributions /gps/ang/…/gps/ang/…

IIsotropic (sotropic (isoiso))

CCosineosine--law (law (coscos))
See next slides for more informationSee next slides for more information

PPlanar wave (lanar wave (planarplanar))
Standard emission in one direction Standard emission in one direction 
(it’s also implicitly set by (it’s also implicitly set by /gps/direction x y z/gps/direction x y z))

AAccelerator beamccelerator beam
11--d or 2d or 2--d gaussian emission, d gaussian emission, beam1dbeam1d or or beam2dbeam2d

FFocusing to a point (ocusing to a point (focusedfocused))ocus g to a po t (ocus g to a po t ( ocusedocused))

UUserser--defined (defined (useruser) ) 
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Energy distributions Energy distributions 
/gps/ene/…/gps/ene/…

Kinetic energy of the primary particle can also be randomized, with Kinetic energy of the primary particle can also be randomized, with 
several predefined options:several predefined options:

Common options (e.g. monoCommon options (e.g. mono--energetic, powerenergetic, power--law, exponential, law, exponential, 
gaussian, etc)gaussian, etc)

monomono--energetic (energetic (MonoMono))
linear (linear (LinLin))

l (l ( ))powerpower--law (law (PowPow))
exponential (exponential (ExpExp))
gaussian (gaussian (GaussGauss))

Some extra predefined spectral shapes (bremsstrahlung, blackSome extra predefined spectral shapes (bremsstrahlung, black--
body, cosmic diffuse gamma ray,…)body, cosmic diffuse gamma ray,…)

bremsstrahlung (bremsstrahlung (BremBrem))
blackblack--body (body (BbodyBbody))

i diff (i diff (CdCd ))cosmic diffuse gamma ray (cosmic diffuse gamma ray (CdgCdg))

User definedUser defined
useruser--defined histogram (defined histogram (UserUser))

bit i tbit i t i t (i t ( ) d) d
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arbitrary pointarbitrary point--wise spectrum (wise spectrum (ArbArb) and ) and 
useruser--defined energy per nucleon histogram (defined energy per nucleon histogram (EpnEpn) ) 



GPSGPS
Example 7Example 7

Vertex on cylinder surfaceVertex on cylinder surface
CosineCosine--law emission law emission 
(to mimic isotropic source in space)(to mimic isotropic source in space)
PrePre--defined spectrum defined spectrum 
(Cosmic Diffuse Gamma)(Cosmic Diffuse Gamma)

MacroMacro
/gps/particle gamma/gps/particle gamma

/gps/pos/type Surface/gps/pos/type Surface
/gps/pos/shape Cylinder/gps/pos/shape Cylinder
/gps/pos/centre 2. 2. 2. cm/gps/pos/centre 2. 2. 2. cm
/gps/pos/radius 2.5 cm/gps/pos/radius 2.5 cm
/gps/pos/halfz 5. cm/gps/pos/halfz 5. cmgp pgp p

/gps/ang/type cos/gps/ang/type cos

/gps/ene/type Cdg/gps/ene/type Cdg
/gps/ene/min 20 keV/gps/ene/min 20 keV
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/gps/ene/min 20. keV/gps/ene/min 20. keV
/gps/ene/max 1. MeV/gps/ene/max 1. MeV
/gps/ene/calculate /gps/ene/calculate 



GPSGPS
Example 24Example 24

MacroMacro
//gpsgps/particle /particle geantinogeantino
//gpsgps/pos/type Volume/pos/type Volume
//gpsgps/pos/shape Sphere/pos/shape Sphere
//gpsgps/pos/centre 1 2 1 cm/pos/centre 1 2 1 cm

Vertex in sphere Vertex in sphere 
volume volume 

//gpsgps/pos/centre 1. 2. 1. cm/pos/centre 1. 2. 1. cm
//gpsgps/pos/radius 2. Cm/pos/radius 2. Cm

//gpsgps//angang/type /type isoiso

//gpsgps//eneene/type /type ArbArb
//gpsgps//eneene//diffspecdiffspec 00
// //hi thi t/t/t bb

with z biasing with z biasing 

Isotropic radiationIsotropic radiation
with theta and phi with theta and phi 
bi ibi i

//gpsgps//histhist/type /type arbarb
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.0 11./point 0.0 11.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 1.0 10./point 1.0 10.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 2.0 9./point 2.0 9.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 3.0 8./point 3.0 8.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 4.0 7./point 4.0 7.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 7.0 4./point 7.0 4.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 8 0 3/point 8 0 3biasing biasing 

Integral arbitrary Integral arbitrary 
pointpoint--wise energy wise energy 
distribution with lineardistribution with linear

//gpsgps//histhist/point 8.0 3./point 8.0 3.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 9.0 2./point 9.0 2.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 10.0 1./point 10.0 1.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 11.0 0./point 11.0 0.
//gpsgps//histhist/inter Lin/inter Lin

//gpsgps//histhist/type /type biaszbiasz
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0 0/point 0 0distribution with linear distribution with linear 

interpolation. interpolation. 
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0. 0./point 0. 0.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.4 0.5/point 0.4 0.5
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.6 1./point 0.6 1.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 1. 0.2/point 1. 0.2

//gpsgps//histhist/type /type biastbiast
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0. 0./point 0. 0.
// //hi thi t/ i t 0 1 1/ i t 0 1 1//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.1 1./point 0.1 1.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.5 0.1/point 0.5 0.1
//gpsgps//histhist/point 1. 1./point 1. 1.

//gpsgps//histhist/type /type biaspbiasp
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0. 0./point 0. 0.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.125 1./point 0.125 1.
// //hihi / i 0 375 4/ i 0 375 4
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//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.375 4./point 0.375 4.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.625 1./point 0.625 1.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 0.875 4./point 0.875 4.
//gpsgps//histhist/point 1. 1. /point 1. 1. 


